GO TAKE A WALK, SHORT-ARSE

WHO THE FACK 'RE YOU LOOKIN' AT?

FOOOAR!! WHAT JUICY BIG PINK TUMBLERS!

PARDON?

BIG NEWS EXTRA
2-STROKE TAKES AWARD - PICTURE

DANGEROUSLY WACKY!

FREE INSIDE
A POCKET DIARY

COLIN CROC IS HAVING FUN - TIL SOMEONE SHOOTS HIM WITH A GUN
LEGAL NOTICE

Re: VIZ McComic Number The Third, July 1980.

This comic, hereafter to be referred to as the aforementioned comic item is sold subject to the condition that it shall not be, or will not be, re-sold, lent, hired, re-hired or re-lent, other than with the written permission of the publisher, party to the first part, viz. VIZ COMICS.

Nor shall it be, will it be, or was it be, re-sold, lent, re-lent, de-lent or un-sold without the written permission of the party to the first part, their employees, relatives or family. The judge's decision is final.

Furthermore, please notice that it shall not in any way, manner or form, be sold, re-sold, hired, re-hired, de-hired, sub-lent, de-written or re-faced in any mutilated manner, without first obtaining the written permission, prior consent and verbal agreement of the parties to whom, in the first part, are the parties concerned. So help me God.

Any resemblance of characters within this aforementioned comic, to persons, either living or dead, is unintended, and purely coincidental, especially Jimmy Hill.

In conclusion, this product is intended to reach you, the consumer, in perfect condition. If it is not, please return the whole package, on a postcard, crossed and made payable to VIZ COMICS, stating, in not more than 100 words, where and when it was bought. State your size: large, medium or small.

All items are copyright of the original artists.

Messrs NADANAY AND SHITE
on behalf of VIZ COMICS.

Much thanks for contributions from: JOHNNY SHILLS MARTIN MERCHANDISE ANDY POP RABBIT
"PINT SHIT" and "MUNGRIL" courtesy of CON LUZ

Muito appreciations for help from: NATI POP 3D LUZ of CON LUZ LISTEN ZAR DENK GITTEN
THE BIG NACKY POLL OF GREAT BRITAIN BIG ARTHUR (courtesy of SOUNDS) MR CONCEPT OSTRICH
LEO POGGIO and all other Viz stockists and consumers.
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The Viz Philosopher

EVERY YEAR THERE'S FIFTY THOUSAND TONS OF CANINE EXCREMENT DEPOSITED ON OUR PARKS AND PAVEMENTS.

* IT'S A FACT FOLKS!

80

THE STUPID TWAT

I'M NOT SURPRISED, I FOUND THEM FLOATING IN THE TOILET THIS MORNING!

CD 5.5.80

JIMMY HILL'S FOOTBALL COLUMN

HERE'S MY FOOTBALL TEAM FOR NEXT SEASON.

80

VICTOR PRATT

SNARE CHARMER (YOU'RE THE MOST)

BEAUTIFUL SNAKE I'VE EVER SEEN!

CHARMED I'M SURE...
TED DEMPSTER

The monster was in fact a giant rat.

He would frequently gate-crash the village local and bully the regular customers.

The simple village folk were powerless to stop the monster, so crack gunshee Ted Dempster had to be summoned to the highlands to tackle this big legendary fiend, and end his reign of terror. Dempster is good at this sort of thing.

Locals at a small Scottish fishing village had for years been plagued by the infamous Loch Ness Monster who often emerged to eat sheep, scare babies and terrorise the folks.

He would get drunk and vomit, leaving a trail of havoc after every visit.

One evening he arrived as usual...

Dempster was in heavy disguise behind the bar.

... and returned to find the monster slain. Dempster explained...

Nessie blew his top!

Get cancer, y’dog!

Gnash!

You’re dead, y’bastard!

... and returned to find the monster slain. Dempster explained...

It was simple. I left a bucket of water by the bar. Rats are very short sighted, so he drowned in it.

Vincent goes to the Pictures

The tale of a lonely teenager rejected by his parents.

One day Vincent was given some money to go and see a film at the local pictures. He set off...

Vincent’s stomach did not agree with these “trash foods” at all, and he had no choice but to fetch his lunch at the cinema.

The Doc (Taping) Vermit cartoons.

Professor Piehead

The Professor’s Indestructible Cam!

Okay Joe, ready to try out my new bullet-proof windscreen!

Any Doctors in the House?
Journey to the Centre of the Earth

Profesor Jules Jirehce of California University had found a hidden map, showing the route to the Centre of the Earth. He and his men, HICK HARRINGAY, set out to get there, and find the gold, etc.

And over mountains.

Till they arrived.

But...

They couldn't start cos HICK had forgot the shovel.

Doctor, have you got anything for clearing up diarrhoea?

Why yes?

Well, you'd better get started then!

Victor Pratt

The Stupid Twat

Cresta are good, but I prefer Villa, their Lemonade is great!

What's your favourite pop group, Vic?

Hmm?

F**k off, Vic.

Tunnel of Death

Funny one, please.

Bam!

Why, it's Colin the Amiable Crocodile

Once, in Africa, it was a wonderful day. Colin was out exploring, down to the Nile River Valley for a paddle.

Soon, he saw an ostrich named Cynthia.

Picking in Africa, Colin knew he was in love.

Sudden, a man on an elephant passed on by.

And took Cynthia away for a circus career.

Colin sat in the rushes, (a kind of jungle flower).

Gabriel, the stork was also enjoying the smashing weather, in Africa. The weather (Colin) came.

Dick the Australian buffalo gave them to eat.

And, in the morning, they had coffee and cream.

But poor Colin was mistaken for being ferocious.
Hi Folks!
It's our favourite!

...Wake up Tubby! ...
...Time to get dressed... and don't forget to brush your teeth! ...

Mm... breakfast!

Zit! Zee! Zit!

...But who is this stuck in the jam?!!

Please do not adjust your set.
H.M. Govt. Warning.
Red Alert.
Nuclear attack.
Ya got 3 minutes suckas...

Bzzt!

"Gotta buzz off 'n' get bizzy" Sez Walter the Wasp...
SKINHEED 4

AS REGULAR READERS WILL RECALL, POOR SKINHEED'S LOCAL PROBLEMS HAVE ENSNARED, AND THE S.P.G. HAVE NOW BECOME INVOLVED...

WHAT THEY LACK IN TACT AND SYMPATHY, THE S.P.G. TRY TO MAKE UP FOR IN ENTHUSIASM.

ONCE AGAIN, SKINHEED WAS FORCED TO ADOPT VIOLENT MEASURES TO SURVIVE.

His unhappy background had been a violent one, and the S.P.G. posed no immediate threat to his freedom, and well-being.

AFTER SEVERAL MINUTES THE POLICE RETREATED, AND SKINHEED'S ATTEMPTS TO COMMUNICATE WITH THEM WERE IGNORED.

AS THE POLICE SCOUR A NEARBY BUILDING SITE FOR BRICKS AND LEAD PIPES, SKINHEED K.O.'S A PASSERBY, AND THEN FLEES IN CONFUSION.

AS POLICE COME THE AREA, SKINHEED GATHERS HIS SCRABBLED THOUGHTS AND YEARNS FOR A CHANCE TO BEGIN HIS LIFE AGAIN.

BY NOW THE MEDIA ARE MORE THAN INTERESTED IN HIS STORY, AND THEY PURSUE HIM THROUGH THE STREETS FOR AN EXCLUSIVE.

AGAIN, A LACK OF UNDERSTANDING CAUSES FRUSTRATION, AND THIS IN TURN LEADS TO VIOLENCE.

SKINHEED REVELS IN THIS PUBLIC ATTENTION, HAVING BEEN IGNORED THROUGHOUT HIS LONELY CHILDHOOD, AND IN THIS THE BOOT.

EVENTUALLY THE POLICE HAVE TO ADMIT DEFEAT, AND SLEDGE EXTREME MEASURES BE INTRODUCED...

( CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE )

OH NO! IT'S THE PATHETIC SHARKS

DARING DIVERS ROD SPLASH AND AQUA DRUMMOND WERE DIVING DEEP IN THE SEA!!

HEY! WE GOT ONE!!

THEY WERE ON A BIOLOGICAL MISSION TO INVESTIGATE PLANTS!

THE DIVERS WERE PANIC STRICKEN!

HA HA! WHAT A F*CKIN' CRAP SHARK!

GIVE ME CRISPS OR TOFFS!

THE AQUA TWO-SOME DECIDED TO EXPLAIN TO THE SHARKS WHERE THEY WERE GOING WRONG...

THE NAME'S RIPP, ARIK'S FROM THE SHARKS. YOU SHOULD EAT PEOPLE, NOT CRISPS!

YOU SHOULD BE HUNGRY, NOT HAPPY.

BUT THE HARVEY BUFFALO'S LEARNED VERY QUICKLY...

SHREEEEEAPPPPP!!
AFTER SWALLOWING A FLAT H.P. 2 BATTERY AS A CHILD, KENT BARKER, (NOW ACE PHOTOGRAPHER WITH THE DAILY PIE), WAS ALMOST CERTAIN THAT HE NOTICED AN AMAZING CHANGE IN HIS PHYSICAL ABILITIES. IN ORDER TO COME TO TERMS WITH HIS NEW POWERS, HE CREATED A SUPERHERO ALTER EGO, "MIGHTY MAN". CHANGED BY CYTICAL MEMBERS OF THE PRESS TO THE NAME ABOVE, DUE TO A CERTAIN LACK OF SUCCESS IN MR. BARKER'S NEW CAREER AS A CRIMEFIGHTING GUARDIAN OF JUSTICE. READ ON....

BARKER! GET DOWN TO GRUB STREET! SOMETHING PARTICULARLY INTERESTING AND WHOLLY NEWSPRINTHER HAS OCCURRED!

SECONDS LATER.....

IGNORING HIS VERY SERIOUS HEART CONDITION, BARKER RACES TO THE NEAREST PHONE TO CHANGE HIS IDENTITY TO "MIGHTY MAN".

OUR HERO GETS A BIT IMPATIENT?

SPYING A DUDE IN THE BACK ALLEY, AN IDEA HITS HIM RIGHT BETWEEN HIS SEVERELY ITCHING EYES, AND HE DECIDES TO USE THE BIN AS A MAKESHIFT CHANGING FACILITY, EH....

DISREGARDING THE SHOOTING MEMBERSHIP ARTHRITIS AND HIS FEELS SPINDLY LEGS, BARKER HEADS FOR A LOCAL PUBLIC CONVENIENCE TO EFFECT HIS TRANSFORMATION INTO "MIGHTY MAN". UNFORTUNATELY, AN EPIDEMIC OF DIARRHEA PREVENTS THIS INCREDIBLE METAMORPHOSIS TO THE CAPED GUY.

SPYING A DUSTMAN IN THE BACK ALLEY, AN IDEA HITS HIM RIGHT BETWEEN HIS SEVERELY ITCHING EYES, AND HE DECIDES TO USE THE BIN AS A MAKESHIFT CHANGING FACILITY, EH....

EAT SHIT MAN, THIS IS MY PAD!

HAVING MADE THE CHANGE, OUR MAN IS NOW READY TO APPLY HIS SKILL AS A SUPERHERO.

HE FLIES OFF IN AN UPWARD DIRECTION, DESPITE THE FACT THAT HE CANNOT FLY. HIS OBVIOUS LACK OF X-RAY VISION AND MUSCLES OF STEEL, INHIBITS THE ABSENCE IN HIS MAKE-UP OF ANY SUPERHUMAN OR EVEN SLIGHTLY UNUSUAL POWERS OR TALENTS DOES NOT SEEM TO BOTHER HIM IN THE SLIGHTEST.

HORMONICALLY FORGETTING HIS ORIGINAL INTENTIONS, MR. MEDICARE WANDERS THE DARK ALLEYWAYS, TRYING TO RECOGNIZE ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING....

THIS HAS BEEN YOUR INTRO TO THE MOST ILEPT SUPERMAN IMITATOR IN THE WORLD. HE MAY APPEAR AGAIN. IF HIS HEART CAN STAND THE PAIN.
"ELVIS - HE WAS MY LOVER" SAYS SEXY LIZ

In her Beverley Hills mansion, Hollywood starletpper Liz LOVECHILD speaks exclusively to VIZ COMICS, for £10,000.

I'll never forget the first time I laid Richard Burton. He was a 10 year old virgin when I met him at a party thrown by Marilyn Monroe. I just had to have him. He spent many happy evenings together, exploring each other's bodies and doing it all the time. He was no good in bed, and left me with 6 love children.

MADE LOVE

I first met Paul Newman at a cocaine party held by film director Iyer Perverson. Paul was well developed. He gave me some green tablets and afterwards we made love fifty times on the table. Later that evening I met Mick Jagger, and it wasn't long before we were loving each other in the bathroom.

FIRST TIME

I had slept with many men before I met Clint Eastwood, but never found real happiness. Clint was a real man, and really good in bed. I'll never forget our first time. It was at a film premiere in L.A., and I had just spent two wonderful hours exploring Kirk Douglas. I met Clint and we knew that we were in love. He was so gentle, and we made love for seven days without stopping.

I'll never forget the day I met Robert Bedguy, I had just divorced Tom Jones on the grounds that he was no good in bed, and was suing him for ten million dollars. Bobby had just left Brit Ekland. He was a terrific lover, and we would spend many happy evenings giving ourselves to each other.

One day I woke up next to Burt Reynolds. Burt gave me three of the happiest years of my life - he was no caring, and a real man in bed. He still sends me maintenance for our love child.

IN BED

I spent many happy years as the Queen of Monte Carlo. I met King Faisal-Louise in Bordeaux, and despite being a monarch he was warm, kind man, and really good in bed. He was 107, and he left me three countries when he died. I remember how he used to call me "Breasty", because of his wild passion for my boobs.

*In an interview with Dixie Milth.

Charles when I was 4. I met at Studio 54 in New York. Charles was only 3, and I had always been attract to younger men. He was a real royal lover, and I spent some of the happiest years of my life exploring his body as he satisfied my needs.

(Oh yes. I screwed Elvis Presley as well).

“T Found My Puppy”

SAYS HAPPY JACK, 42

by Maxwell Dumb

Jack Johnson, 42, was yesterday a happy man at his home in Cedarwood Terrace, Plumpton, after he had found his puppy ‘Spice’ under his settee!

SETTEE

For Jack, 42, had lost his pet pup while out walking that morning.

And when he returned to his home in Cedarwood Terrace, Plumpton, 42 year old Jack found the puppy under his setee!

SETTEE

Jack explained what had happened. "I went for a walk this morning, and the puppy went missing. When I got home, he turned up under the setee!"

UNDER SETTEE

Spice the troublesome puppy was today back at home safe and sound after his incredible adventure. "And he won’t be running off again in a hurry", said a happy Jack.

But this crazy story has a happy ending. For when Jack returned home that morning, he found his adventurous puppy under the setee!

Maxwell Dumb is 5.

POPE JOHN PAUL II

His Holiness

Virgin Marys break your duck with this respectfully created
and most holy life-size

SEXY INFLATABLE

£7.25

Oh-so-sexy at only each:

The Vatican (Sept 12), Rome, Italy. Callers welcome.
IT'S A DOG'S LIFE!

by Billy Bemerk

John Jackson yesterday spoke of his relief after finding his young puppy 'Spot' hiding behind the T.V. set.

For so-careless John had lost his pet earlier in the day while out for a walk. After searching high and low, he returned to find the mischievous pup asleep behind the T.V. set.

**DOG**

John told me what happened: "I went out to walk the dog in the park this morning and suddenly I noticed he had disappeared. I went back to the house after looking round a bit, and there was Spot, snoring behind the tele!

**HOUSE**

F.C. Rob Daythe who joined John to search the park takes up the story: "I met John in the park this morning, and he told me his dog had gone missing. He had a look around the park, and when he went back to his house, there was the dog, sound asleep behind the telly!

Spot the pup was today in the dog house after being chided by John for his little adventure behind the gents"

"He won't go missing again", said John. "In future I'll keep him on his lead!"

**T.V.**

But everything turned out for the best in the end! When John came home this morning he found the wayward Labrador pup asleep behind the T.V.

Spot the puppy is 6 months old.

---

2-STROKE TAKES AWARD

Newcastle's music maestro and legend in his own lifetime, Arthur 2-Stroke, self-styled leader of the Chart Commandos and king-pin to the local Natl Pop organisation was recently presented with a camouflage disc at a special reception held in his honour at the Gosforth Hotel, Newcastle.

The reception was attended by a variety of stars from the music world, including members of leading rock band The Maine Toys, another group who began in the North East, and themselves holders of a gold disc.

2-Stroke, who will be charting shortly, is seen above receiving the award from top Vis Comic executives in chief.

Looking well pleased, he said it was 'unbelievable' that his disc had 'gone camouflage already'.

Arthur 2-Stroke & The Chart Commandos will continue to play gigs in the North East, many of which will be at the Gosforth Hotel (Salters Road, Gosforth) on Monday nights. Look out for details in the press etc.

---

Rude Kid. **YOUR AUNTIE ETHEL'S HERE TO SEE YOU**

F**ck MY LUCK!**

---

RAYMOND

THE LARGE CATERPILLAR

© THE DAILY DIE - 1978.

HE’S SO BIG, I CAN’T GET ANY WORDS IN!
READ AND LEARN

THE BERMONA TRIANGLE

Wall, as you know, this has for years been the world's greatest unsolved mystery. It dates back to Roman times when the triangle, bordered by the famous Roman Wall, was used by the gladiators as a bull ring. It was built originally in the Valley Of The Kings, Egypt's capital city, as a tombstone for the now famous Napoleon. After his defeat at Dunkirk in 1066 at the hands of William The Conqueror, the triangle was shipped to it's present location at Stonehenge, where it still stands today. Many mysterious vanishing have occurred in the triangle, and these are put down to the legendary Loch Ness Monster, a kind of Himalayan snowman known to the locals as 'Yeti'. Amongst the best known ships to have gone astray in the triangle are the Marie Celest, whose captain, Colonel Crab, was never seen again. Perhaps the largest victim was the Titanic, the world's first turbine driven iceburg, which is now on display at the Natural History Museum in London. Many people have tried unsuccessfully to solve the mystery, among them Arnold Sacnusone who hiked to the centre of the earth to find the monster, Sir Donald Campbell is thought to have perished whilst pursuing the monster in his 'Bluebird', a car which had held the world speed record for a steam locomotive for several years in 1926. Despite the recent discovery of North Sea oil in it's depths, the triangle is open to tourists in summer.

See you next time!

CD...

MUNGRIL
ACE NEW... WINE... UDOL... SAWDOLL... YOWL...

THE DOG

I SAID SIT!! S.I.T.!!
CALLING ALL PUNTERS... BEEP
We, that is us, here at VIZ COMICS, would like to hear from you if you would wish to:

* Sell VIZ COMICS
* Advertise in VIZ COMICS, (Rates £5 per quarter page, £19.95 per page)
* Contribute suitably to VIZ COMICS

Write, or send a letter, to us, VIZ COMICS, at 16 LILY CRESCENT, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 2.

THE VIZ ASSASSIN
Put a contract out on the cartoon character of your choice! The Viz Assassin will use any method chosen by you to kill and even dismember your selected victim.

Just name your victim, and the preferred method, and enclose a nice pound note. This fabulous offer only in your super value VIZ COMIC!

“Last Year I Was On The Dole - Now I Earn £60,000,000 A Day!”

MEANWHILE, ON THE DOLE...

ALL BECAUSE OF ANNA FORD’S BUM
BY WAVIS O’SHAVE

This very good album indeed is available from most Newcastle record stores, including LISTEN MAN and VERGE, and nationally through your friendly record dealer, and from most good record shops.

Recommended retail price a mere £2.20. Catalogue number ‘AP2’.

NATI-POP

20 Bigg Market
Newcastle On Tyne
Dial (0632) 25786